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The world faces many environmental, developmental, social and
health challenges. These include ageing societies, the digital
divide, poverty, climate change, energy efficiency and security.
There is an ever-increasing need to find solutions to such
complex problems. Technology today is evolving at an
extraordinary pace, changing the way we live and work. IJHT
addresses research into the responsible use of advanced
technologies which offer concrete ways to improve the life
and society of people worldwide.
Topics covered include:
• Smart grid/big data analytics
• Cloud computing/dependable and secure
computing/internet computing/mobile
computing
• Internet of things/green technologies
• Cryptography and network security/cyberphysical systems/industrial cybersecurity/
security of SCADA
• Ubiquitous computing and
communication/broadband technology
• Aeronautical telecommunications
networks/SDN
• Wireless sensor networks/meshed mobile
communication networks/5G/LTE
• Smart connection
factories/manufacturing/industrial
electronics
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• Robotics and automation/
engineering standards/frugal innovation
• Medical technology/intelligent transportation
technology
• Nanotechnologies
• Photonics technology/optics/laser
• Imaging and spectroscopy/computational
electromagnetic
• Machine learning/modelling and
simulation/computational biology
• Applied PDE, difference equations,
stochastic process, queuing, Dijkstra
algorithm applied to technologies
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